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1. 

Clouds partied high in the darkening, mixing it with loose electrical abandon. Wind swept up warm, 

sundry particles, rubbed them all the right way and whipped a chilled despatch of charged cores 

until aghast and a gas. The brew belched and spat spectacularly, impure and impregnated with 

campaigns of yore, secret ingredients that eventually disclose stubborn side-effects, inherited and 

disinherited, infinitesimal consequences that gather in a dizzying downward spiral.  

The indeterminate shuffle is observed from the wings, balconies and boardrooms, behind glass and 

railings with reserved approval. The great and good gather there in heavenly remove, corporate 

headquarters at their highest, bemused with the workings of the detail, fireworks to the eye; a 

stupendous attraction for the base and earthy. They savour conception, a ground level intuition, a 

grubby supplication only to be appreciated fully when high and mighty. Above it all, in the luxury of 

great amalgamations, mergers and partnerships, reduced to acronyms and initials, claiming 

precedence and priority, a logo before the letter, a last word to the text. They lord the language of 

propriety, refined to initials for the initiated, the first clause, the top tale, the tiniest of starts. From 

there regard base machinations with bemused tolerance.  

For those to the fore there, the young, daring and unattached, new to the spectacle and hard 

pressed for a platform; the allure can prove too great, a plunge into the maelstrom irresistible. Down 

into the deafening white cascade, one more tiny sparkle dives ecstatically, attracting sympathy in a 

crackle, this one moulded adoringly in the long fall into budding feminine beauty, kindred spirits and 

a place to pioneer. It will go all the way. The fleeting line of light rapidly assumes siren status; a 

calling is heard where the corporate is made corporeal, shaped sensuously; followed ardently. While 

on high, a concerned family, exercising discretion in the face of time-honoured ritual, flinch at the 

big parade where all is endeavour, advantage and freedom. Elders stir, urge caution, parents press 

buttons privately, summon secret services. They must despatch a bodyguard above all bodyguards, 

at heart an angel of discontent whose reluctant loyalty and status is legendary. He can be trouble, 

true, but never fails. And he is known below. This time he is to go by the name of Garth. He must 

watch over their precious apostate amid the chaos, protect her innocence and return her to the sky 

once she knows remorse.  

The giant Garth bows sullenly and departs with a team. The speeding belle has now reached the 

ground and found friends and clothes in novel music, an outdoor festival amid verdant hills late in 

summer. The throb can be heard for miles. She is instantly the centre of attention; the sixteen-year-

old come to the party in next to nothing, laughing and dancing and endlessly curious. She speaks 

strangely but everyone wants to understand, thinks they understand. Everyone listens, spellbound. 

She asks things that leave them smiling because they realise their answers make no sense. She asks 

so simply about such simplicity. She smiles and everyone around her is so much happier. Her name is 

now Celeste and whatever she looks at, listens to, says or touches becomes fascinating, fabulously 

smart, chic, trendy, magic. None can help watching, listening. People start imitating her phrasing and 

pronunciation, without realising. Her hair is an indescribable caprice others quietly confer upon its 

making. Her face is suddenly the right face, at an advantage from every angle in conversations. Her 

body shape is suddenly the ideal body shape, her poses and gestures, not the awkward outsider’s 

tentative trials but a far better way of expressing that point of view which everyone recognises as 

really their own.  

Celeste has preceded the full storm, has arrived in just the first heavy drops. She emerged from a 

nearby river where others swam. They donated a towel and minimal items and walked together back 

up toward the main stage. A long and ragged queue had formed around the gate to the backstage 

area. Burly guards in blue Hi-Viz vests, matching baseball caps and sunglasses checked passes and 
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advised. Celeste is drawn to the tension. The crowd slowly parts for her and a guard looks up and 

promptly offers her access to all areas. It is a card to be hung around her neck, once stamped. She 

scarcely understands and he adds that he can tell she will want to interview stars afterwards and 

learn important business secrets and that it is only right that she should be given the opportunity at 

a festival such as this. The Cherry-OK Festival has a reputation for discovering new talent. “Do I look 

like I’ve just come...” she ventures hesitantly while the guard stamps and hangs a pass around her 

neck. She looks down at it impassively. “You look like you just got here”, he grins through bad teeth 

and ushers her through the steel gate. A few of her followers – those resembling her somewhat – 

are permitted as well. Once inside Celeste soon gathers more as she asks after trailers, enormous 

pantechnicons and the trailing spaghetti of cables overhead and underfoot. People answer eagerly, 

strain after her words. 

Somewhere generators hum beneath amplified music, melodramatic announcements and the 

intermittent ripple of the crowd out front. There are distant fields of VIP parking with trails of 

glamour, wrappers on a gust, a refreshments marquee and uniformed staff in lilac t-shirts. Bustling 

technicians in yellow Hi-Viz vests, helmets, heavy boots and gloves confer loudly in jargon. The 

whole busy throng takes on greater urgency as the sky darkens and the rumbles grow closer, angrier. 

It is not as forecast. Celeste drifts past buzzing TV crews, their raised platforms and lighting towers, 

enormous banks of speakers set in different directions, exhausted roadies in green Hi-Viz vests, 

listening intently to instructions on headsets nodding and barking confirmations. The festival was 

reaching its climax on a Sunday evening, the headline act Gaverill had just taken the stage as the 

wind picked up and whipped nylon tarpaulins, snapping banners and creaking lighting towers.  

The first lightning bolt seemed to explode somewhere further up the hill to the left. It stopped things 

momentarily. Everyone looked around, shocked. Then raging wind and rain swept erratically across 

the site, scattering crowds as public announcements faltered, were drowned out. Visibility dropped 

into a furious grey green cloud with a faintly briny aroma. Silhouettes of trees rocked and flapped 

desperately, guide cables to scaffolding twisted and groaned as wind and rain pounded and people 

ran away in a blur. The air was filled with litter, leaves, twigs, plastic sheeting and hats. Then cables 

gave way with a whine and a whole tower toppled almost in slow motion across the vacated space in 

front of the stage, shattering and sending a shower of fragments and sparks skyward. Not long after, 

the rest of the overhead lighting short-circuited. There were more hisses and pops, flames promptly 

extinguished by rain. It was early evening but without lighting the concert area suddenly seemed 

very dark, ominous. Drenched guards and roadies screamed at everyone, at one another, but moved 

gingerly, cursing in waterproof capes and hoods. People were electrocuted, lay dead or in spasms. 

No-one knew where the current flowed. Some screamed. Emergency lights flashed red and blue on 

parked ambulances to the rear of the stage. Inside, medics in pink Hi-Viz vests awaited further 

instruction.  

Gaverill were four young men and had barely commenced their first number when the lightning 

struck. They backed away from the front of the stage, toward their amps, cowed. Two hastily 

unplugged their guitars. Roadies rushed back and forth in urgent consultation. The amps were dead. 

The band looked at one another and moved to the wings, deciding on a sprint to their trailer. The 

lead singer, a charismatic Dion, led the way. But as he raced down the steps his hand brushed the 

railing as a second lightning bolt reached the scaffolding to the roof over the stage. The deafening 

charge launched him into a wriggling star-jump, landed him flat on his back in the mud, like a 

cartoon character. He made no sound. Celeste was no more than ten metres in front of him, 

watching. She was a fan. She was surrounded by her fans, many of whom looked a little like her. 

Their long loose hair rose in eerie Medusa-like animation with the swirling wind. The storm had not 

fazed her although had thinned her following. They were perhaps ten and all stared at the prone 
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Dion. His band members froze at the top of the steps. Others looked on from vehicles, the doorways 

of marquees. Someone yelled to kill the third gen another replied it had been.  

The storm started to ease. A motorised first-aid trolley, much like a golf buggy, made its way across 

the sodden expanse toward Dion, blasting a shrill little horn. Celeste looked up and skipped around 

Dion as her flock swept up the steps. The rest of Gaverill made way and turned to watch as they 

flitted across the stage, eluding roadies and security like sprites before disappearing into the 

opposite wing. Garth followed the trolley with measured strides; he was wearing a white waterproof 

Hi-Viz cape and hood, white overalls and boots. He glanced around anxiously, noted onlookers and 

the direction Celeste had taken. His team followed, similarly dressed. On his left was a small dark-

haired woman of indeterminate age and grave expression with a name tag of Ramona. On his right 

an equally small man, somewhat younger, with narrowed eyes and set jaw. His name tag said Cross. 

They mounted the stairs, eyed Gaverill balefully and crossed the stage, roadies and security barely 

paid them any attention. Garth strode to the front of the stage to survey the damage. The ground 

was under centimetres of water, covered in debris of every kind. People peeked out of collapsed or 

flooded tents, from under nylon sheeting or picked their way back toward the concert area from 

parking lots. Dogs barked somewhere, horns sounded. It was clear the festival would not continue. 

Public announcements revived and detailed medical and other assistance and some lighting was 

restored but most people now made their way to the exits, to cars or bus zones, to be ferried to the 

nearest station or neighbouring towns in the gloom.  

2. 

Garth would need help searching for Celeste in the sudden exodus. While he had authority to 

marshal such a broad sweep, he had no photograph to give police. At best, he had a graphic, 

something closer to a police identikit or courtroom sketch. He had not been able to keep closer to 

her to record an accurate image for fear of being recognised. His appearance could not change very 

much, unlike hers. Now she had slipped away. He turned to confer with Ramona and Cross. They 

could find no trace of her on the other side of the stage but assumed Garth had leads, that it was a 

simple matter of tracking around ten teenage girls locked in a peer-group conformity of dress and 

attitude, ill-prepared for cooler weather. It should be routine. But something told Garth it would not 

be. Celeste would adapt, spread her wings; broaden her horizons. Who could say what they were 

now? They made their way to a police tent and Garth’s credentials quickly found consultation with 

precinct heads. Buses and trains would be watched at departure or destination, but implementing 

the plan was logistically challenging. Without some clue to her direction the search would be over-

stretched. Garth sensed they were being diplomatic at best. He thanked them and moved on to the 

outside broadcast pantechnicons of a local television station. Again, his cards presented impressive 

credentials and he soon spoke with producers and directors concerning their coverage and the 

possibility of footage of the backstage area. They were unsure and their damaged facilities did not 

allow them to show him anything for the moment. He would have to go to their studio in St David (a 

large city on the coast). The studio had been taking a live feed as well as reports from stringers. 

Garth nodded and thanked them. 

Outside it was now dark. They had changed into smart business suits and made their way up the 

steep slope to one side of the concert area, carefully. The path was not clear. At the top was a 

levelled ridge and several parked helicopters. One was now partly wrapped around a tree trunk and 

burnt. Further along was their small black helicopter, Cross produced a remote and unlocked it. 

Lights flashed and the engine turned over. He took the pilot seat with Ramona beside him and Garth 

behind. They flew toward St David consulting several screens, looking for somewhere to land near 

the television studio. At the studio they were conducted to an editing suite where an editor named 

Stewart organised relevant material, nervously. But before they could start they were interrupted by 
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another executive, this one ushering in a legal team and members of Gaverill’s management. There 

was to be litigation over the festival’s facilities, their part in the accident. Dion was in a coma and 

they insisted on viewing all relevant material as well. They held no opinions on Celeste, but did not 

rule her out of the circumstances yet.  

Garth eyed the delegation suspiciously. It was a bit too much of a coincidence at this stage of 

proceedings. He suspected higher powers were at work, obstructing his progress. He recognised no-

one but he knew which quarters might benefit from Celeste’s absence. They were bodies like CNEK, 

B-INT and RC&C: businesses of immaculate execution. But he made no objection, merely eyed them 

hard. The room was a little crowded now, Ramona and Cross offered their seats and hovered by the 

door. Progress was slow. The studio manager kept asking Stewart “Is this all we have?” (from this or 

that camera) “Are you sure?” Stewart nodded curtly and Garth grew more suspicious. There were 

general shots that needed to be frozen and scrutinised. Focus was not great and the two parties had 

different priorities. Garth prompted the editor to pick out moments where Celeste may have been 

present while Gaverill’s delegation were more interested in the architecture of the stage, the 

movements of the band.  

Garth’s requests seemed the more unsettling for Stewart. He would reverse shots slowly, zoom in on 

some gangly teenage girl with no real bearing on events, inch forward hesitantly. Garth would study 

the shots up close to the screen, aware of a certain impatience in the room. While he was certain he 

identified her, he was puzzled that she now did things at places he did not remember. It was her, but 

there were other, similar girls around. While he was confident of his identification initially, watching 

her actions in slow-motion became less certain. Was that really her? The more he thought about his 

own witnessing of the scenes, the less certain he became.  It was a very long session and by the end 

of it both parties regarded each other as adversaries. Copies were made of significant moments, 

inexact photographs of Celeste were provided but Garth knew they would not be of much help to 

police. 

Afterwards in a hotel suite, Ramona echoed his suspicions concerning the Gaverill team. “How far up 

do you think that goes?” she asked quietly over a coffee and snack. Garth raised his eyebrows and 

shook his head slightly. “I think we have to assume it goes at least as high as we do”. He winced and 

put down his coffee. “We have to assume we’re going to meet some resistance in official channels, 

put it that way.” Their only real lead was that the girls seemed to scatter upon departing the other 

side of the stage. There were some shots by a stringer whose power source had not been 

compromised by the storm. He was positioned somewhere on the hillside, slightly above the girls 

and caught them as they dashed down the steps. Again, the shot had been fairly wide; a pan around 

the pandemonium, but it offered some clues as to their subsequent direction. It offered no real clue 

as to which one was Celeste though. They were all slim sixteen-year-old or so girls with blonde hair 

in a distinctive ‘bird’s nest’ knot, seemingly formed by swirling winds, wearing just an improvised top 

made from a gift bag for a popular boutique, the looped handles providing shoulder straps, the 

bottom of the ensemble from a discarded pair of jeggings with the legs torn off. It was a comic 

‘castaway’ look that only accented their beauty and innocence. 

The search became a fairly tedious procedural slog, scrutinising vast public CCTV records from 

railway and bus stations, cross-referenced with school records for likely locations of possible 

subjects, eventually with addresses and situations. Ramona took care of most of the programming 

and liaising. She leased an office in St David. Cross probed the television studio more discreetly from 

there while Garth followed up possible leads. Time and again he was surprised how unlike Celeste, 

candidates turned out to be. The image recognition programme had given them high probability but 

upon meeting them he knew instantly that they were not Celeste. The thing is, how much had 

Celeste now changed? He looked into her background again. She was the only daughter of a 

powerful marriage, not rebellious but withdrawn, shy. Her grades were only slightly better than 
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average. She liked to fly, loved birds. She liked music and movies, had a wide circle of friends but no-

one close. She was given to anonymous charity. He ran through the clips again in his little black hire-

car, sighing, sensing he was missing something. Cross reported that the station was a key sponsor for 

the festival and fearing litigation by Gaverill, had concealed some material, possibly deleted it. There 

were ructions within the station over the move. Stewart had tended his resignation but had been 

persuaded to remain. Cross had also tracked down the stringer that had provided the hillside 

footage. He was a reclusive man named Frank Weir, at one time a staff news cameraman now pretty 

much retired and living in a sort of home-built motor-home up in the wilds. They arranged a visit. It 

was about a forty minute drive back up into the hills. He was camped beside a lake at the edge of a 

pine plantation.   

Weir was in his fifties, balding with glasses and a meek, put-upon expression. He was somewhat 

shabby in appearance but friendly enough. They sat outside for a while drinking coffee, going over 

the events at the festival. He listened carefully to their story. He had been on his way up the hill after 

the first lightning bolt struck; either, a tree and then a departing helicopter, or vice versa. Opinions 

differed. But in the sudden deluge he had retreated and once it eased had started to shoot the 

flooded concert ground, which was when he saw the girls depart the stage. He thought they were 

one of the acts. He had heard the rumours about the studio concealing footage and knew Stewart. 

He did not think it would have been deleted. He could ask around, he suggested with a sly sideways 

glance. Inside his mobile home was pretty much devoted to his equipment and editing screens. 

These days he worked on nature and environmental documentaries he explained. He slept on a 

bench along one side.  

He had not sent the studio all of his material from the festival, because they had only asked him to 

cover certain aspects. But he had shot other things, just on his instincts as a news cameraman. He 

flitted through directories, picking out files and loading them. A scene of the queue outside the 

backstage gate appeared on a screen. It was from before Celeste was admitted, but the unravelling 

at the end of the queue signalled her arrival. In the foreground two small children waved to the 

camera and turned handstands. Frank explained he knew their parents. Then Frank pointed to a tall 

figure in a white Hi-Viz vest and dark glasses approaching the head of the queue from the other 

direction, along the temporary cyclone-wire fence, looking around very casually. “Is that you?” he 

asked Garth. Garth was surprised and studied the moment. He did not remember making the move 

but undeniably it looked like him. Cross too was surprised and conceded it was him, looking 

somewhat younger, perhaps more aggressive, he ventured mischievously. Then he pointed to two 

smaller figures loitering behind him, identifying himself and Ramona. “I thought we were still hiding 

in the trees at that point,” he volunteered. But now they were recorded at the scene, at odds with 

their memories.  

Garth began to see that their presence down here was not fixed until they were recorded in some 

way. They were only approximates or fuzzy participants until included in the work of others. To see 

Celeste in the images was to cement her presence in this world, but it would only be in images. 

Whether it made their subsequent movements any more concrete, he doubted. Once off the screen, 

they were back in a kind of limbo, phantoms attending but not really part of the experience. How 

then was he to find Celeste? The images were no help really. Yet she was drawn down here 

somewhere and his masters were certain that at some point she would regret her flight. Garth had 

his doubts about that too. It was a smug thing to say in the circumstances but there had been plenty 

of defections and not that many returns, in his experience. So what was it about this particular place 

that had drawn her and about which she might soon come to regret? And Garth prayed it would be 

soon. This visit was wearing on him. There were only so many visits one could make to this world 

and this was beginning to feel like his last.  
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If she was going to regret anything so far it must be the fate of Dion. She was a fan. She loved music. 

If Dion were to die she would surely feel some regret – question her presence as a contributing 

factor, perhaps – would probably attend some service for him, offer a tribute. Even if Dion survived 

there would probably be a public show of thanks – a charity concert or some such - at which point 

she might still feel vaguely to blame for his ordeal, drawn to attend, to register some slight remorse. 

It was not a lot to go on, admittedly, but Garth began to adjust the search. Ramona now 

concentrated on Gaverill’s fan base, preferably local, on social media activity and public concern for 

the still comatose Dion. Cross looked closer at the band’s management structure and practices, at 

the hospital in St David where Dion had been admitted, at possible tributes deposited there by fans. 

Garth sensed Celeste would not have gone far, not this soon, so St David was probably his best bet. 

They revised all this on the drive back from visiting Frank. 

3. 

Frank sat back down outside his motor home, listening to the birds on a cool autumnal afternoon 

and reflecting on his strange visitors, the search and searchers. He was married, but more or less 

separated. His wife Val was a social worker, now quite senior in the bureaucracy. They had a teenage 

daughter, Portia, who was also troublesome. In primary school she had been nicknamed ‘Porker’ for 

a little excess weight and in teenage years she had adopted this as a badge of defiance, a symbol of a 

growing resentment she felt toward the world in general and her parents in particular. The weight 

increased. Val resisted with equal determination and they were a furious match but Frank could 

never quite summon the heart. Confrontation was just not his way. He and Val grew more distant 

over this and other things. Now he spent most of his time roaming. It was easy to stay in touch and 

he preferred the distance. He still worked, occasionally but mostly he kept out of everyone’s way, 

doing what he did best – observing. 

Portia would occasionally contact him on social media or leave a phone message, mostly just leering 

selfies holding a scribbled caption ‘Porka!’ Her outfits and appearance ever more confronting, her 

tone always hectoring, the substance invariably funds. He had grown resigned to them. He reflected 

on the contrast with Celeste. Portia would never run away, she enjoyed baiting her parents too 

much, extorting funds in compensation for a body shape that defied all hereditary expectation. 

Frank took a grim satisfaction in knowing Portia could not have been tempted to join Celeste’s 

preening mob of dolls. She would more likely have thrown things at them, denounced them sharply. 

A runaway princess toying with the locals on a frolic at their expense, he could hear ‘Porka’ now, 

winding up the invective. 

But what was he to make of Garth and Cross’s shutdown when he pointed out their presence in the 

footage? They had looked increasingly puzzled, exchanged little glances and grudgingly 

acknowledged it but were definitely uncomfortable. Frank guessed the exposure was unwelcome. 

He knew spooks when he heard them. He had not spent twenty years in a TV newsroom without 

meeting his share. What did that mean for little Celeste? Only that she was a pawn in some much 

bigger business. Whatever attention she may have thought she was accruing was a little misplaced. 

He almost pitied her, almost. He went back inside and closed the door, amused with his lot as an 

outsider, called upon to assist insiders.  He wondered what it would be like to have someone 

watching one’s back for once, a guardian angel somewhere, ready to step in when things went 

wrong. It was a very comforting thought. He thought of times he had been paralysed with indecision 

while faced with exciting opportunities, fabulous scoops. If only there had been a voice in his ear, a 

reassuring hand on his shoulder. 

The next few days Garth visited possible addresses. He was not looking to confront Celeste yet, just 

to confirm an identification. He sat in his little black hire-car in residential neighbourhoods, trying to 
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decide how much Celeste might integrate. Would she have acquired ‘parents’, vouching for her 

now? It was possible but Garth did not think it likely. She was too shy for that sort of move. She was 

more likely to just hide somewhere. She would not be short of funds, one way or another; she was 

smart enough to exploit her looks. He looked through his list of local Gaverill fans and at what might 

be temporary addresses. This narrowed it down considerably, since Gaverill were not the sort of 

band to appeal to the down-and-out or transient. They were more one for sensitive, middle-class 

youth; a calculated vulnerability set against a crass and ruthless world, if Garth had read the web 

literature on the band correctly. It tallied with his list of addresses and he found himself drifting back 

towards the city centre with a backpackers’ hostel as one last possible lead. He stopped off at the 

office for relief since he was passing that way and ran into Ramona on departure. She scowled more 

than usual as a greeting and had something to show him and briskly ushered him into her cubicle.  

She had come across a series of advertisements on the web that had rapidly transferred to 

magazines. They featured a young girl with a blonde ‘bird’s nest’ hairstyle, improvised top made 

from a plastic carrier bag and very brief hot pants, crudely made from tights. They variously 

advertised a deodorant, a holiday package and sun cream. The image was not exactly the same in 

each but the inspiration was unmistakeable. They had all appeared in the last few weeks, seemingly 

from different agencies, for different clients. Garth inspected them closely. The girl could be Celeste, 

but the image was so doctored it was impossible to say. The images were not exactly the same and 

the pose did not correspond exactly to any they had seen in the studio or CCTV footage. Someone 

might have photographed Celeste in the backstage area of course, in fact given the interest she had 

generated, that was more than likely but the image’s rapid proliferation was somehow disturbing. 

There were always trends, true, but this seemed just a little too co-ordinated, deliberate.  

Nevertheless it was a promising lead and Ramona would follow it up, see if they all shared the same 

photographer for one thing. Garth went on to the hostel but drew another blank. Later Ramona 

reported that the deodorant account had been the first to use the image (of the three) and that one 

of the directors of the agency had taken the photograph. But that was not at the festival (although 

he did attend) but the day after in a shopping precinct in St David. Ramona triumphantly presented 

the model’s name and address but Garth suspected the same thing would happen as with the video 

footage. She would look exactly like Celeste in the footage but she would turn into someone else 

outside of it. He realised the images were more or less untraceable for their purposes, for Celeste at 

any rate. All the same, they would follow-up the lead, find out where the girl had seen the look and 

outfit, whether she might have actually seen Celeste. He arranged a meeting. It was too much to 

deal with in a phone call. Her name was Julie and she was seventeen, a fashion student at a local 

college. She had not seen Celeste at the festival (had left as the storm broke) but had seen someone 

wearing the outfit in the city not long after, from a passing bus. That was just over a week ago.  

Ramona and Garth sat in the car trying to fit the information to their search. “Well it’s spreading 

fast, for whatever reason,” Ramona concluded. “It’s the teenage girl market at the moment, but that 

may flip into the boys’ market, according to one of the agencies.” At least Julie was a Gaverill fan; 

that much consoled Garth. But it was the thought that the image actually offered Celeste means to 

escape or disguise that held him, gave him a sinking feeling. Back at the office, Cross reported on 

Gaverill’s management. Their credit was over-extended - recording fees and touring had been lavish. 

They had borrowed heavily on the momentum of the concert, assuming it would propel sales and 

bookings. Now the debt was only more acute. Litigation might relieve some of that but court battles 

dragged on. They were playing for an out-of-court settlement and the TV station almost certainly 

knew that. Word from the hospital was not good either. Dion had been placed in an induced coma to 

aid stability but was not responding to other drugs. If he was brought out of the coma and his brain 

did not indicate sufficient activity in a few days his parents would probably be asked to consider 

terminating life support. Management was understandably trying to keep that under wraps. But 
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Cross had his sources. “If that got leaked, we might get a little more response from Gaverill fans?” he 

suggested with a curious tilt of his head. Garth ignored the suggestion and asked if there were any 

tributes at the hospital from fans. There was a few and a small vigil by the front car park, but he had 

not seen any likely candidates. All the same, Garth wanted him to check for hotel or bedsit 

residences amongst them, for any address that may be temporary. Cross gave him a weary look. 

Garth did not want to risk antagonising his rivals from on high just yet, so leaking Dion’s condition 

was shelved. But he was running out of options. His superiors had not expressed impatience with his 

reports – ever - but they too had their limits. What if he could not find her? Would he be permitted 

to return? Would he be exiled down here, in a kind of limbo? It would be like some minor branch of 

an obscure government department that everyone forgets about. He would just be there, endlessly 

dithering, filing reports, moving around, on fading credentials. Garth had not really thought of the 

prospect before, had never considered failure a possibility. But ultimately it was in the lap of the 

gods. He just needed a little bit of luck at some point. That evening he walked back to the hotel, just 

to give himself time to think. It was dark and a quiet part of the city and as he was crossing a street 

he noticed a passerby suddenly wait for him on the other side. It was one of the lawyers from the 

Gaverill team. As he approached he instantly knew this man was from on high. A strange fixity to his 

expression, a stiffness to his posture were signs. Garth slowed and the man greeted him by name 

and introduced himself as John, a thin smile stretched across his taunt face. “We met at the 

television studio the other day...” he purred perfunctorily, knowing full well that Garth recognised 

him.  

“This is not quite a coincidence Garth, obviously. As you may be aware, our marketing has fared 

much better than we could have hoped, so much so, that I am now authorised to offer you a new 

position. I think you realise that your chances of recovering the young lady in any recognisable form 

are gone. We have the best of her and it is proving extremely effective. Our fear was that you may 

sway her, merely by your presence, but that has proved groundless”. He allowed himself a little 

congratulatory shrug. “She has given us so much we feel magnanimous. And rather than see you 

abandoned down here, offer you the honour of escorting Dion to a rank more befitting of a star. He 

is ready, I think”. Garth towered over the man, seething. “All along you conspired to lure Celeste 

here?” he asked, piecing together his rival’s strategy. “Let’s say she played into our hands 

unexpectedly. Her flight was of her own accord but we immediately saw how it might be of use. 

Gaverill were nearing the end of their run anyway. They had been useful in exploiting a tricky 

demographic, but that phase had passed. These things are fleeting, as you know. Timing is 

everything, and for once yours, I’m afraid, was a fraction late.” He tried to smile. Garth looked away, 

up into the evening sky, taking a deep breath. “She... lives then?” he asked finally. “Of course, and 

she regrets nothing.”  

Garth could not bring himself to accept the offer.”Then my work here is not finished”. “But you will 

never find her now. You cannot recognise her in this world so your search is futile. You know that.” 

Garth looked down at John hard and nodded firmly then walked away. John watched him trudge 

into the night. At the hotel Garth sat at the bar by himself. He knew John’s work of subtle 

insinuations, investments and transactions, the fabulous profits from discreetly guiding a public 

need, of tie-ins and spin-offs, consignments and bundles, conditions and terms endlessly qualified 

around the proprieties of the first party. Garth knew all the tricks and loop holes, all the long 

positions and longing. But he had not seen that Gaverill and Celeste were merely an exchange of 

campaigns, that his search had only threatened their takeover bid for Celeste. He wondered if her 

parents had known. He suspected not. It had not been in the brief but these things are easily missed 

in the haste. Now he must go upstairs and make a report. In the morning he would tell Ramona and 

Cross they were free to return without him.  
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4. 

Ramona and Cross listened gravely. Ramona reminded Garth that he had sensed them on that first 

evening at the television studio. That was true but he had not detected their interest in Celeste. She 

almost certainly had not detected it upon arrival. They had been one step ahead of him. He had 

failed. Ramona and Cross conferred in the next room for some time then announced they would stay 

with Garth. They could not betray first allegiances by escorting Dion to some higher post either. They 

condemned John for such an underhand offer. They too had failed and could not be excused. Word 

came down that Celeste’s family regrettably accepted her fate and that there could be no return. 

She was now and forever irretrievable. Nor did they see that Garth could return in humiliating 

circumstances. That would be unfair. Instead, they agreed to sponsor his continued guardianship 

over whatever form she had now taken. They wanted that much for her, at least. They did this with a 

heavy heart, knowing that Garth and his team had done their best in a difficult situation and 

sincerely thanked them. The three of them sat listening to the message, staring at the floor. 

Later they drove to the office and resumed their search for local Gaverill fans with temporary 

addresses. Already Ramona noted more advertisements featuring the Celeste look – an ad for school 

holidays, a travel pass, for breakfast cereal, a dance club and website, summer desserts and a fitness 

regime. Cross found a lead from the vigil outside the hospital. It was just a bed and breakfast, 

possibly falsely claimed. It was a long shot but he and Garth went to check. As they were driving 

through a rundown neighbourhood near the docks, a young girl on a mountain bike suddenly 

careened out of an alley colliding with their car. Garth braked but the car skidded sideways on the 

wet surface twisting around and dragging the bike under it, sending the girl bouncing off the rear 

door and into the curb. The rest of the street was deserted. They jumped out to find her cursing 

vehemently – not them, but her own brakes or lack of them. She seemed uninjured apart from pride 

as they helped her to her feet. She was a small, squat figure, perhaps fourteen or fifteen with 

savagely cropped electric blue hair and crude mask-like makeup, combat dungarees and enormous 

boots. She leered at each of them in turn, looking them up and down. “Are you pigs?” she 

demanded contemptuously, sniffing them theatrically. Garth assured her they were not police.  

“Well I’m Porka!” she announced triumphantly, “And I’m going to sue you for reckless driving, 

Porky”. Her mouth pursed and her little eyes flared indignantly. “How old are you?” asked Cross. 

“I’m twenty-one”, she snapped, “And I’ve been on the game for eight years.” “And what game would 

that be?” he asked straight-faced. “The game of hide the salami, Sarge, for a twenty spot I’ll show 

you.” “What about if we get you a new bike?” offered Garth calmly, dragging the wreckage out from 

under the car. “What? – For hide the salami?” “A court case is going to take months. I can get you a 

new bike tomorrow.” “Really?” she asked uncertainly. They bundled the wreckage into the boot and 

drove her to her ‘squat’ which turned out to be a women’s refuge. Then she wanted the cash instead 

but they only had credit. She lived there off and on, her mother apparently was an administrator, 

although largely absent. They asked her about other guests – about anyone who might be a Gaverill 

fan. She spat the name with contempt. “Gaverill! Gaverill are the worst! You need your ears cleaned 

Chief Inspector. They’re like phoney robots being meek – doop doop doop” She imitated their 

electro beat with little shrugs of her shoulders, indicating a restrained dance. Finally she conceded 

there had been one guest – she wasn’t a robot exactly but she did have a funny accent – and she 

admired ‘The Gavs’. She stayed a few nights. Garth and Cross looked at one another.  

The next day at the appointed hour they returned with a new mountain bike. Cross was appalled. “It 

needn’t have been brand new.  I mean this is top of the range – wasted on that little... hellcat.” “A 

small price to pay for a lead” is all Garth would say. But Porka was not to be found and they ended 

up leaving the bike at the desk with two elderly ladies who promised that Porka would receive it, 

when next she visited. And the lead did not initially take them far, more charities, hostels and safe 
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houses, all palpably evasive. Some days later Gaverill’s management announced that Dion had been 

declared brain dead by his medical team and that his family had decided after due consideration to 

withdraw life support. There was lots of news coverage of the hospital, of the bedraggled vigil 

weeping in the car park. They scrutinised the footage, inconclusively. Porka had not been able to 

supply much of a description. Her name had not been Celeste, but something “sort of similar”. She 

was taller than Porka, slimmer than Porka, blonder than Porka and a virgin. She had pale eyes and 

good teeth, no jewellery and knew next to nothing about anything but birds.  

The days dragged on. Ramona found ads for feminine hygiene, a new science fiction series, health 

products, a new dance craze – The Apocalypso – all brandished versions of Celeste. There was 

lingerie, sandals, snacks, holiday wear, private tuition and exam tips, the latest phones and apps, 

excited online providers, music downloads and laundry accessories. There was recruitment for the 

military (improbably) names for babies, tips for homemaking and entertaining, software updates and 

political donations. All rode on an irresistible image. Meanwhile Dion’s funeral was to be a private 

affair, on the other side of the country. But in St David there was to be a special tribute concert – 

free to the public – in which the surviving members of Gaverill would perform for the last time under 

that name with special guests drawn from across pop music’s dazzling array of stars. That list would 

be made available nearer the date. It was to be an open air concert held in a large park at the edge 

of the city centre, sponsored mainly by the local television station. However there would be no live 

coverage, only reports from news teams. 

Ramone read out all the details off a website while Garth and Cross ate their schnitzel salad rolls 

thoughtfully.  It was ten days away. They would have to go; it was all they had to go on. Garth 

consulted weather predictions. It was autumn now, the place was sprinkled with fallen leaves, red 

and gold, going soggy brown. It was not really the season for open air concerts, but since the 

weather was so erratic lately, organisers probably figured they might as well ride their luck. Garth 

felt the same way. He kept in touch with Porka, in case she heard anything. He had given her his card 

and she had reluctantly taken it after eyeing it contemptuously, snatched it as she turned away 

muttering something about a “supergrass”. Then, quite unexpectedly she called the following week, 

asking how much he had paid for the bike, its source and whether he still had the receipt. He did 

not, but from then on he did have her number and Cross was able to track her movements. She 

‘worked’ irregularly in an op-shop associated with the charity that ran the refuge and in which her 

mother was also an executive. She had few friends her own age and a record for minor vandalism 

(defacing books and magazines).  

She had not seen Celeste again but “had heard” she did charity work serving free meals at night to 

the homeless. But she could offer no address, could not remember where or when she had heard 

this and still could not remember Celeste’s new name. With the approach of the concert he gave 

Porka one last try. She answered, surprisingly demure and asked after his missing persons bureau. 

He mentioned the free concert in Alfred Park and the demise of Gaverill. She knew there would be 

stalls and everything and that there was a good chance robot girl (as she called Celeste) would be 

there as some sort of volunteer, probably giving out t-shirts or something. But she could not say 

what kind of t-shirts or where the stall might be located. Garth asked if she would be going. Porka 

pointed out it was free, a little condescendingly, and supposed Garth was going “as usual”. Garth 

confirmed he and his team were still searching. Porka told him that she would have to check with 

her minders, but she would know by lunchtime. It was all maddeningly vague, but Garth had to play 

along.   

5. 
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Frank made calls and asked about suppressed footage from the festival. He learned where the copies 

were filed and the passwords needed. He could access them from his motor-home, but found little 

showing the girl group in skimpies. More interesting was some shots of loose cables draped over 

scaffolding at the back of the stage and a technician plainly working on a troubled generator truck. 

There was not enough to bother Garth, but the rumours of litigation were confirmed by others. He 

did not talk to Stewart directly because Stewart was not the sort to give a direct answer, about 

anything. They had never got along. He fared better with Sandra, now facilities manager. Then there 

was the news of the free concert in Alfred Park and the station’s sponsorship put a teasing twist on 

developments. He naturally put out feelers for work while probing a little further. This time the 

station was foregoing an outside broadcast, the rights had gone to a hastily assembled subsidiary of 

Gaverill. But the station would field as many of its news team as they could spare, so yes there 

would be work for Frank. It meant liaising with his juniors, something he did not enjoy, but the funds 

were necessary for his relentless maintenance payments on a bitter wife and feckless daughter.  

Alfred Park was an old, rambling affair of gardens and lawns around an ornamental pond, fondly 

referred to as Lake Weenie. The whole thing was surrounded by a low stone wall forever crumbling, 

with equally unreliable stone archways over the main entrances. The stage was erected on the vast 

lawn in front of the lake, the areas either side designated ‘Backstage’ with the usual gates and 

parking. The station’s location manager, Lionel, divided duties between his cameras, numbering then 

and leading to wrangling amongst the crews, with Frank slowly being shunted to more and more 

peripheral opportunities. He did not mind too much, so long as his pay scale was respected. He had 

brought his waterproofs, which was more than some of the others, and watched clouds creeping 

closer. Eventually he was assigned the heliport, which was to be an area directly behind the pond, 

accessible via a footbridge across the middle of the pond, through a stand of imposing conifers. The 

land rose up from the pond there, to a levelled shelf that stretched the length of the pond and was 

surrounded on three sides by steep and overgrown gardens that formed the perimeter of the park. 

Frank trooped up there hefting his camera case, a young female volunteer carrying his tripod and 

spreader. He surveyed the ground with a practised eye before selecting a central vantage point and 

climbed a little higher into the garden bed. On a telephoto lens he could cover whichever spot the 

helicopters chose to land on.  

It took some time to set up, to level the tripod and camera, position his camera case so that he could 

sit looking directly into the viewfinder. He kept in touch with Lionel and some of the other crews. 

They were busy plotting the concert schedule. The clouds darkened and the wind picked up and 

Frank began to anticipate a repeat of the festival storm. For the moment he sat tight watching a few 

stragglers cycle and stroll around this side of the pond. Time marched on and eventually Lionel 

called to say that because of the erratic winds, helicopters had been cancelled and artistes and VIPs 

would be arriving by car at Gate C. Frank awaited a change of assignment patiently and finally, an 

harassed Lionel barked back “Just shoot anything Frank!”. Frank shot the whipping trees and waving 

long grass. A crumpled white wrapper floated by dreamily, like a voice bubble to some trite cartoon 

conversation. Frank focussed on it for a while.  

Garth had arranged to meet Porka just inside the main entrance. There was a large and surprisingly 

mixed turnout for the concert, possibly reflecting the mix of guest artists in Ramona’s estimation. 

Paths forked off in various directions around garden beds and bare trees. It was still some distance 

down to the concert area. They waited, each watching a different direction. Porka was to check if 

she could find Celeste at work at a stall. Finally Garth glimpsed her weaving through the crowd on 

her mountain bike, occasionally taking a shortcut across a garden bed. She had seen them and 

inclined her head toward them with deadly earnest. She had found Celeste at a charity stall for 

refugees. They had t-shirts for sale and in exchange for subscriptions. She nodded in the general 

direction and was reluctant to accompany them until Garth offered her prompt payment for an 
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escort. She immediately slowed and looped back around Ramona and Cross. Cross introduced 

Ramona but Porka ignored her.  

The weather grew colder, gustier and Garth noticed a sound recordist trying to shield his 

microphone from the wind while recording an interview. They instinctively detoured around the 

camera to avoid being in shot. Suddenly he was reminded of their unreliable positions in events, 

once recorded. He wondered whether their exiled status had changed that at all, if they were any 

more secure in this world now. Perhaps they were even less. When they reached the charity stall, 

one of a strip beneath a line of ancient cedars and yews, Celeste had moved on. Porka reported the 

news a little guiltily then insisted Garth hear it from the stall holders themselves, with a dramatically 

thrust finger. They identified the girl as Cecily and said that she had not been needed after a while, 

business had slowed and she had drifted away. They did not see in which direction. The stage was 

now introducing the opening acts and apologising for delays. The wind was icy and everyone did up 

jackets, pulled on woolly hats. Garth’s team looked at one another. Porka eyed him expectantly until 

he thrust folded currency in her direction. She rode away saying she would see if she could find her 

again.  

At least someone else had verified this possible Celeste’s existence, and they had a new name – 

Cecily – although Porka had hissed that that was not her real name, once they had moved away from 

the stall. Did Cecily/Celeste know they were coming? Could she still recognise them, somehow? 

Those things seemed at least half-hopeful to Garth. But they still had no better description of her, no 

way of finding her at the concert. They wandered through the clumps of huddled parties on the 

lawns, eyes forlornly scanning for suitable young girls. They worked their way down to the front of 

the stage and around through the backstage area, weaving through the buses and trailers and exited 

at a small gate opposite the pond and footbridge. They wandered over, into the dark glade of tall 

evergreens. The wind through the trees gave the muffled music an ethereal, distracted quality. They 

followed the path as it rose to the empty landing. There were plastic ‘witches’ hats’ markers that 

had blown over and rolled around in the wind. They stood amid the long grass looking around and 

found nothing.  

High in the facing garden bed, unsighted, Frank watched his viewfinder intently as the searchers 

turned to look back down the path. They paused and he watched their backs. Then he turned to his 

new assistant, a teenage girl with smartly cropped blonde hair poking out from under a white 

beanie, large framed glasses and grey-green eyes. She was not quite beautiful now, but something 

more. He asked her quietly, “Do you think that’s enough?” Stella nodded with a beatific smile and he 

turned the camera off. The grassy expanse before them was instantly vacant. The wind caught 

snatches of the concert and threw them away. The trees rolled around in a sluggish dance and 

clouds hurried on to a storm elsewhere.  
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